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These are great books for children between 3 and 5. They play with stickers, have fun, and learn colors, numbers, shapes, fruits and veggies, animals, and letters. Also included are games
that develop thinking skills in which children must compare, orient, find the pattern series of pictures, find what is missing in a picture, and match the stickers with the pictures shown in gray.
These are very educational tasks. Packed with over 250 reusable stickers each, these books take children on a visual journey and enables them to play while learning.
Enter the wild world of the most fascinating animals in this fun sticker activity book. A fun, animal-themed book packed with puzzles, quizzes, and, of course, lots and lots of stickers! This
colorful children's activity book contains more than 250 stickers. The stickers are reusable and easy-to-peel--perfect for little fingers to add to pages again and again! Kids will love this journey
into the world of animals, learning about the different types of animals, from mammals to fish, where they live, and what they eat. Fascinating facts accompany simple, fun activities such as
follow-the-trail, matching up the pairs, and an animals quiz. Children are challenged to find the correct stickers to fill in the blanks in the images, and are encouraged to be creative and create
their own scene out of stickers. Take an amazing journey into the animal kingdom!
In a world without political freedom, personal freedom and precious little faith in anything comes a mysterious man in a white porcelain mask who fights political oppressors through terrorism
and seemingly absurd acts. It's a gripping tale of the blurred lines between ideological good and evil. The inspiration for the hit 2005 movie starring Natalie Portman and Hugo Weaving, this
amazing graphic novel is packaged with a collectable reproduction of the iconic "V" mask.
Preschoolers will have hours of fun with this activity-packed book. There are puzzles to complete, pictures to color in, drawing activities, as well as over 200 stickers to place on the book
pages. A great way for kids to learn while having fun.
Open this box up to explore a world of learning fun! These cute and colorful sticker books with reusable stickers teach more than 100 familiar words from a variety of environments. Includes
First Words Sticker Book, Farm Sticker Book, Colors Sticker Book, and Animals Sticker Book.
First learning fun for preschoolers Combination of puzzles, coloring, activities and over 100 stickers Encourage hand-eye coordination and problem-solving skills
Princess Polly's Potty: Hilarious potty training from Ladybird Princess Polly's Potty: Potty Training for Girls is an entertaining picture book from Ladybird that helps parents struggling with potty
training for girls aged 18+ months. Clear, informative and fun pictures are aimed at tackling the common anxieties that children may have about using the potty. Each page encourages parents
and children to interact with the story by pressing the 'cheer' sound effect when the child has interacted correctly in order to eventually motivate their child into using the potty. Even princesses
use the potty! Follow Princess Polly on her potty training adventure and press the sound button to cheer her along! This book is perfect for helping girls feel confident and motivated about
using the potty. Princess Polly's Potty was written by Andrea Pinnington and illustrated by Melanie Williamson. For further advice on potty training, please visit www.ladybird.com/potty. Pirate
Pete's Potty is a version of the same story - including sound effects - tailored for boys.
I Spy something new: a sticker book with over 500 reusable I Spy stickers! I Spy Sticker Book is a new, exciting way to play the I Spy game. Kids love stickers, and they'll have a blast with the
riddle spreads, activity spreads, and over five hundred reusable I Spy stickers. All-new, easy-to-read riddles are paired with Walter Wick's fun photographs culled from previously published I
Spy readers. Children can place I Spy stickers on the activity spreads and create their own search-and-find adventures!

The good-old sticker rewards chart meets the social media era in this sticker rewards book for toddlers. Divided into three sections with over 500 stickers, the book offers
something for every busy toddler and their parents and teachers. The large-size stickers in the I Did It Myself section are perfect for being displayed on kids’ shirts or chests and
then photographed and shared on social media, with messages like I brushed my teeth, I fed my pet, and many more. Smaller-size stickers in the Awesome Achievements
section celebrate general kid accomplishments with words of encouragement, such as Excellent Work! and Way to Go!, as well as popular icons like smiling faces, emoticons,
stars, etc. This section also includes popular stickers with encouraging phrases in an array of languages, from Spanish and Chinese to Italian and Korean. These stickers are
designed to be used by kids and their educators on anything from worksheets and notebooks to tricycles and scooters. And of course we all love a sticker chart, so the last
section of the book includes a collection of stickers specially designed for a removable Fold-Out Chart (included) that can be displayed in a child’s room, the family room, the
kitchen, etc.
Children go crazy for Sticker by Numbers, an innovative new series that takes stickers to a whole new level. Simply match the colored stickers to the numbers on each page to
create stunning works of art. This special junior version features larger stickers that are easy to grasp for smaller artists. With over 650 stickers, children can create rocket ships,
flowers, butterflies, sailboats, and much more.
Big, bold, and bright - these sticker books provide hours of play and learning for children from two to five. A two-year-old can decorate a clown's clothes with colorful circles and
squares and put cookies on a plate; three-year-olds fill mommy's shopping bag with everything on her list and a cupboard with toys. Four- and five-year-olds do more intricate
matching - choosing objects from the top of the page and putting them next to the right animal, finding missing objects, and even solving mazes. Each one is designed just for
your child's age and abilities, and teaches colors, shapes, visual perception, and more!
Tracing is an important step toward handwriting readiness, and Highlights infuses Fun with a Purpose™ into this activity. With vibrant art and fun prompts, Write-On Wipe-Off
Let’s Trace progresses from simple and short lines to more complex, age-appropriate mazes and other puzzles. A variety of activities, including dot-to-dots and finish-thedrawing features, will engage and entertain kids and build their confidence as they practice skills essential to getting ready to write. Kids love that they can draw all over these
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books, and parents love that the write-on wipe-off format lets kids trace over and over again and again. Winner, National Parenting Product Award (NAPPA) Winner, Family
Choice Award
Practice the alphabet with Baby Shark in this abso-toothly awesome reusable sticker book! Get ready to learn the ABCs of the ocean with Baby Shark! Now that one of the
internet's most beloved characters is the star of his very own animated show on Nickelodeon, Baby Shark is perfectly poised to swim alongside preschoolers as they navigate the
waters of early learning. Kids will love exploring his colorful world while honing letter recognition and fine motor skills by matching the 80 jumbo, reusable stickers to the letters
they start with. With Baby Shark by their side, kids know that they can doo doo doo it! This title is officially licensed by Nickelodeon.
There are more than 100 amazing animals for your preschooler to discover inside this fun activity book, which has over 500 fantastic stickers. Organised into groups including
pets, farm animals, and undersea creatures, the colorful pages feature animal photographs to look at and names to read, and learning becomes interactive as children find and
match the correct stickers to the correct spaces. As well as helping children to learn about animals, this is a great book to build their vocabulary, and develop hand-eye
coordination skills.
Rule the ocean in this shark-tastic sticker and activity book from National Geographic Kids! Tthis super engaging activity book is packed with mazes, spelling and pattern games,
drawing activities, shark facts, and more. Shark-crazy kids are sure to love these pages loaded with fun, learning as the go!
With 350 removable stickers and 64 clever gameboards, this sticker workbook provides hours of learning fun! **2019 National Parenting Product Awards Winner**
(NAPPAawards.com) Playing with stickers books is a marvelous way for preschool children to hone fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and spatial relations while they play.
With this sticker activity book for children ages 3 to 5, your child will: -solve mazes -play matching and counting games -decorate pictures While entertaining for hours on end,
these preschool activity books can also teach your child to: -practice skills like decision making -sort objects by shape and color -build confidence -and much more! Filled with
lively illustrations of animals, children, food, toys, vehicles, and other appealing subjects, I CAN DO THAT: STICKERS comes with adorable removable stickers so that the
activities can be enjoyed over and over again.
Highlights Hidden Pictures® puzzles about planes, trains and cars--now with over 280 colorful stickers! Stickers bring an exciting new element to everyone's favorite puzzle--Hidden Pictures®! This book is
filled with full-color and black-and-white Hidden Pictures scenes about all kinds of transportation, along with 8 pages of vibrant stickers to mark the hidden objects. For Hidden Pictures fans of all ages, here is
an unbeatable combination that makes a terrific gift!
School Zone sticker workbooks provide a fun-filled introduction to important readiness skills. Each workbook is carefully designed and reviewed by teachers to promote your child's early learning success. The
interesting activities, clear directions, and interactive stickers will provide hours of educational fun for your child. The Get Ready for School sticker workbook introduces your child to a variety of readiness
basics through playful activities. The interesting lessons focus on counting and adding objects and money, interpreting graphs, identifying basic geometric shapes and patterns, understanding sequences,
identifying beginning sounds, matching and comparing, reviewing alphabetical and numerical order, and more. Letter, number, and picture stickers enhance your child's learning adventure. (64 pages | Ages:
4-6)
All children - but little boys in particular - will find this book irresistable. The spreads are filled with dinosaur skeletons. With the stickers cover the skeletons with the body parts: heads, arms, legs, belly! Learn
as you make up your own dinosaurs and see them come to life on the page.
This colourful and informative sticker book is a perfect way to introduce young children to the different seasons. There are over 100 flower, bird, insect and animal stickers to create lively scenes, plus simple
key facts on the life cycle of a butterfly; fruits and vegetables through the seasons and animal hibernation. Sticker books are brilliant for developing essential fine motor skills and creativity as children carefully
choose stickers for each scene. Children interested in nature and animals will love learning more about the differences between the seasons, and what to spot when they are out and about. With over 100
stickers, bright scenes, and lots to talk about, there is plenty to keep children occupied for hours.
Learn 1000 first words with Peppa Pig in this fantastic new bumper sticker book!
Compact book packed with 1000 replaceable, photographic stickers for hours of sticker fun Pages of activities to complete, including outlines in which to place stickers Develops hand-eye coordination skills
Girls will love these fun-packed pages loaded with 1,000 stickers of cute animals such as pandas, koalas, rabbits, kittens, puppies, and much more. Perfect for road trips, plane rides, rainy afternoons, or just
to keep in the backpack for sticker sharing with friends, kids won't be able to get enough of these high-value, high fun-factor sticker books! Filled with interactive games, spelling and patter activities, drawing
games, and more. Parents will love these fun books that keep kids entertained, engaged, and learning. Forty pages of activities and colorful nature scenes pair with 16 pages of 1,000 incredible animal
stickers to bring an exciting interactive experience with the most adorable animals on the planet. Kids can use their stickers to add baby fish swimming in the coral reef, to show ponies frolicking in the field,
and to match baby ducks and bunnies to their mommies. Teach spread merges vibrant artwork with real wild animal photographs and an array of fun and informative activities
My First Sticker Activity BookBasic Skills for 3-5 Year OldsTeora USA, LLC

Help your preschooler develop their vocabulary and early literacy skills with this sticker book introducing over 100 essential first words. Organized into groups such as farm
animals, toys, and things that go, each colorful page features familiar, everyday words and pictures, and learning becomes interactive as children look for, find, and match the
correct stickers to the correct spaces. A great book to help children aged three and over build language, start word and picture association, and develop hand-eye coordination
skills.
There are more than a hundred terrific trucks to discover inside this fun activity book that includes over five hundred fantastic stickers. Organized into groups such as
construction, emergency, and farm, the colorful pages feature bright truck photographs to look at and names to read. Learning becomes interactive as children find, then match,
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the missing stickers to the spaces on the pages. This is a great book to build children's vocabulary and develop hand-eye coordination skills, as well as help children learn about
truck.
Move over, coloring books! Here’s an entirely new craft that kids will love: Paint by Sticker Kids. Paint by Sticker Kids is the same compelling craft first introduced in Paint by
Sticker, but just for kids! The book includes everything you need to create 10 bright, playful, full-color illustrations—illustrated templates printed on perforated card stock, and 10
pages of stickers to fill in and create the artwork. The fun, vibrant images are rendered in “low-poly,” a computer graphics style using geometric polygon shapes to create a 3-D
effect. As in paint-by-number, each template is divided into hundreds of spaces, each with a number that corresponds to a particular sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it
in the right space. Add the next, and the next, and the next and voila! It’s a rocket ship blasting through space. A Tyrannosaurus rex prowling his domain. A pickup truck hauling
its load. A friendly toucan hanging on his perch. Kids will love watching these pictures come to life. Plus, each is suitable for framing or the fridge.
Big, bold, and bright--these sticker books provide hours of play and learning for children from two to five. A two-year-old can decorate a clown's clothes with colorful circles and
squares and put cookies on a plate; three-year-olds fill mommy's shopping bag with everything on her list and a cupboard with toys. Four- and five-year-olds do more intricate
matching--choosing objects from the top of the page and putting them next to the right animal, finding missing objects, and even solving mazes. Each one is designed just for
your child's age and abilities, and teaches colors, shapes, visual perception, and more! 20 pages (all in color), 8 5/8 x 9 3/4.
Children can use the cute and colorful reusable stickers to learn how to count from 1 to 10. With plenty of familiar choices for each number such as pigs, frogs, socks, and
butterflies, learning is as easy as 1, 2, 3!
Spend an exciting day in the country at an animal park populated by a pony, cow, piglets, ducks, zoo employees, and more. 25 stickers.
Dress your favorite American Girl characters in pretty outfits with this exciting new Ultimate Sticker Collection: American Girl Dress-Up. Packed full of colorful stickers and
fascinating facts about a host of American Girl characters, the sticker book features full-color spreads that showcases the dolls. Dress your favorite American Girl characters in
their signature outfits, create fun new outfits, and complete the exciting sticker scenes using more than 1,000 stickers. 2016 American Girl. All rights reserved. American Girl
and associated trademarks are owned by and used under license from American Girl.
Create This Book is the ultimate outlet for creativity. Includes 242 pages of unique and inspiring prompts to get you in the creative zone! Whether you are trying to get past an
artist's block, wanting to become more creative, or just looking to have some fun, you will love this interactive journal! Want to learn more? Check out "Create This Book" on
Youtube! You can watch Moriah Elizabeth's "Create This Book" Series! Great for inspiration and guidance on your creative journey! Go to MoriahElizabeth.com for more
information.
Children can use the cute and colorful reusable stickers to learn their ABCs. With plenty of familiar choices for each letter such as an apple, blocks, flowers, a heart, and a strawberry, learning is fun from A to
Z!
New first concepts sticker book in the Priddy First 100 branding. Preschoolers can develop their speech, vocabulary and early literacy skills using this sticker book introducing over 100 first words. The
colourful pages have familiar things to name, and learning becomes interactive as children look for, find and match the correct sticker to the correct word. Ideal to help children aged three and over build
language, start word and picture association and develop hand-eye coordination.
A colorful sticker book with more than 250 reusable stickers and filled with fun activities and amazing facts for eager and creative young readers, and perfect for celebrating the spookiest holiday of the year.
With information about all things spooky--from ghosts to pumpkins to witches--Ultimate Sticker Book: Halloween is packed with amazing photographs, cool facts, and fun activities, and includes more than 250
reusable stickers. Kids can create their own scene, complete a picture jigsaw puzzle, test their knowledge with a fun sticker quiz, and much more. Ultimate Sticker Book: Halloween is the perfect holiday treat
for young pumpkins and is sure to keep them busy for hours. Series Overview: Taking subjects that kids love, from dinosaurs to baby animals to transportation, DK's Ultimate Sticker Book series is refreshed
and updated and now features more than 250 fun, reusable stickers. Packed with activities that allow children to create scenes, match pairs, and complete jigsaws, the activities throughout each book are
simple enough for the child to do independently, but engaging enough to keep their interest and help develop dexterity, making these books products that parents can trust, and ones that kids will want to
keep picking up to learn more about their favorite subjects.
Toddler Sticker Book For Kids Early Learning Skills. This Fun Toddler Sticker Book for boys and girls is great for those parents who wish for their children to enjoy collecting their favorite stickers. Every
Toddler sticker page is printed on its own 8.5 x 11 inch page in this fun early learning book. Make one of the best decisions for your child this year and get a copy of this fantastic Toddler Sticker Book while
you still can now.
A highly interactive board book which provides stimulating early learning fun. Each spread features a different novelty to explore - doors to slide open, textures to touch and feel, flaps to lift, eye-catching
holographic foil and a colour wheel. Also features die-cut, circular windows decreasing in size from the front cover to the back, printed with a rainbow of colours. Ideal book to help children learn their first
colours in a fun play environment.
Bright, colourful artwork illustrates the plethora of flora, fauna and insect life to be found in a garden. Great for developing manual dexterity and fine motor skills
Have fun with Bluey and Bingo as they play their favourite games! There are stickers to place, puzzles to solve and so much more. A fun-filled sticker activity book for kids of all ages. Bluey has been a
phenomenal success since airing on ABC KIDS in October 2018, amassing legions of dedicated fans and hugely popular ranges of books, toys, clothes, games and more. It holds the coveted position of
being the most watched program ever on ABC iView, with over 260 million plays for Series One, and is the winner of an International Emmy for Most Outstanding Children's Programme.
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